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Taming the Parts Monster 

 Parts Sales usually represents more than 40% of your Total Sales 

and is the most complex process in your collision center. It’s no 

longer a simple process of calling a parts vendor and telling them 

the parts you need for a repair. The parts process affects every 

aspect of the repair process, including your Paint Department, 

and accounts for a majority of production delays increasing Cycle 

Time and reducing CSI. For your business to be successful, this 

process must be managed effectively. 

 

Negotiate clear insurer agreements 

 Repair / replace standards 

 Guidelines for types of parts (OE, A/M, LKQ) and sourcing  

 

 

Establish vendor relationships and service levels 

 Execute a written Preferred Parts Vendor Agreement to document 

these provisions (Link to an editable PPVA document) 

 Negotiate discounts, deliveries, labelling, return policies, and 

service terms. 

 Track parts delays, parts returns, incorrect parts, damaged parts, 

credits, and delivery delays with each vendor utilized. 

 

 

Perform Repair Planning 

The most critical aspect of the parts process begins 

with the Damage Report. Make sure all needed 

parts are identified as early in the process as 

possible. This will involve a full and complete 

disassembly process that includes de-trimming old 

parts to make sure that all parts needing 

replacement (including fasteners, moldings, 

emblems, and decals) are written on the damage 

report and ordered. 
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Order, receive, inspect, store, and dispatch parts to assure accuracy 

It is important that there is frequent communication regarding the parts ordering process. Staff may not 

know that parts have not been ordered, or if parts have not been received in order to follow up on them. 

Often, it is unclear who is responsible in the process. 

 Order parts only following a complete repair diagnosis and complete disassembly. 

 Organize and store removed parts pending receipt of new parts, and mirror matching, and reassembly. 

 Supply the parts vendor with the VIN, the part number, and a good description. It may also involve 

having the person ordering the parts “eyeball” the old part, and possibly taking a picture for the parts 

vendor AND the damage report. 

 Make certain the correct parts are received by checking them against both the parts order and the 

damage report. 

 “Mirror match” parts to verify accuracy and fit. 

 Test fit non-OE parts. 

 Rework LKQ parts if necessary and bill vendor. 

 Process sheet metal to be edged and other parts to be painted through the Paint Department. 

 Return any excess or damaged parts, and assure credit to both you and the insurer/customer. 

 

Parts shelving and movable carts 
Storage of clips and fasteners to be reused 

Bins for small parts 

In the Paint Department… 

 Move all sheet metal parts to be edged to the paint department upon receipt along with the paint code. 

 As soon as the vehicle arrives in the paint department thoroughly review the damage report to assure all 

parts to be painted are present. 

 Mix and match color only once! 

Tip to Consider: 

Who has accountability for each of these elements in your Parts Process? Clearly 

assign responsibility for all aspects of this process. If you have a dedicated parts 

manager or handler, make sure they are on the shop floor to witness the 

disassembly process so that all parts to be replaced are accurately identified. 
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